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1. INTRODUCTION 
Gronwall’s [l l] classical integral inequality has long been useful in estab- 
lishing the uniqueness, boundedness, stability and continuous dependence of 
solutions of ordinary differential equations. This paper derives an analogous 
result which should similarly benefit the study of partial differential equations. 
Following is a linear version of the classical inequality as given by Coddington 
and Levinson [7, p. 371: 
THEOREM A. Let functions g(t), f(t) and K(t), with K(t) nonnegative, be 
continuous on the interzxd [a, b]. Iffor all t in [a, b], 
f  W G g(t) + Iat IW f  6) ds, (1) 
then 
on [a, b]. 
f(t) < g(t) + ji K(s) g(s) exp 1s t K(r) dr[ ds 
s 
(11) 
It has been noted [14, p. 271 that this theorem derives a sharp result in 
that the right-hand-side of (II) is the solution of equality in (I). 
A survey of results of this type and their various methods of proof can be 
found in the author’s thesis [14]. The preparation of that survey suggested 
several directions in which to focus efforts at developing and applying 
Gronwall’s inequality to partial differential equations. Two of those directions 
had already been successfully explored to some extent by Snow [16, 171. Of 
those remaining, two more have since proved to be fruitful and their results are 
presented here. The first yielded an alternate proof, by elementary means, of a 
two-dimensional analog [16] of the above theorem. As above, the upper 
bound which is derived for solutions of the initial inequality is itself the 
solution for the case of equality. The second direction led to the following 
more general nonlinear result, the major result of this paper (see Section 3). 
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THEOREM B. Let P,,(xO , y,,) and Pl(xl , yl) be points in the domain D 
such that (xl - x,,) (yl - yo) 3 0 and such that the closed rectangle R, with 
opposite zlertices P,, and Pl is contained in D. Let g(x, y), 4(x, y) and K(x, y, u) 
be functions, with the former two continuous on D and with the latter continuous 
on D x R nondecreasing in u, and satisfying the Lipschits condition 
j K(s, y, u) - K(x, y, zl)l <L j u - z! 1 . I f  for all (.r, y) in R, , 
+(.I,, y) < g(x, y) + i’)‘! K(t, s, 4(t, s)) ds dt. 
-So K3 
(III) 
then 4(x, y) < 0(x, y) on R, , where @(x, y) is the maximal solution of equality 
in (III). 
This result is also sharp in that the bound produced for all solutions of the 
initial inequality is the maximal solution for the case of equality. The proof 
first defines a decreasing sequence of functions each of which is a strict 
upper bound for all solutions 4(x, y) of the initial inequality (III). It shows 
that the sequence has a limit which also dominates all solutions of the initial 
inequality, and then uses a vector version of the Arzela-Ascoli Theorem [I, 
p. 1911 to establish that that limit is the maximal solution for the case of 
equality. The requirement that K(x, y, U) be Lipschitz in u is included in 
Theorem B only as a guarantee of the existence of the functions used in its 
statement and proof, and could be replaced by another existence criterion. 
While all that is needed is the existence of any solution of equality in (III), 
the following application of a contraction mapping theorem uses the Lipschitz 
condition to show both the existence and uniqueness of such a solution. 
Let T: C(R,) + C(R,) be defined by 
T$(x, y) = g(x, y) + ,‘“s” K(t, s, $(t, s)) ds dt 
. .q ‘?!(I 
where C(R,) is the space of continuous functions on the closed rectangle R, . 
It will be shown that for sufficiently large n, T”: C(R,) -+ C(R,) is a con- 
traction mapping of a complete metric space into itself, and hence that T 
has a unique fixed point. The use of the sup norm, 11 f 1) = sup 1 f (x, y)l for all 
(x, y) in R, , produces the uniform convergence of every Cauchy sequence of 
functions in C(R,). Since the uniform limit of each such sequence is also 
continuous, it is easily shown that C(R,) . 1s a complete metric space. Using the 
Lipschitz condition on K(x, y, u) it is easily verified by induction that for any 
positive integer 71 and all (x, y) in R, , 
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where 
/%2(X, y) = L” 
(x - X”), (Y - Yd” . 
?l! n. 1 
For sufficiently large n, I/ fn(x, y)II = pn(.vl , yi) < 1 so that 11 TV - Tnv /I < 
pn(xr , yi) ij u - zl I/ implies that T” is a contraction mapping and T has a 
unique fixed point [12, p. 501. 
As already noted, Gronwall-type inequalities have been effectively applied 
to the study of ordinary differential equations. Among those who have deve- 
loped and/or applied similar results to partial differential equations are 
Beckenbach and Bellman [2, p. 1541, Bellman [3, p. 2391, Berruti Onesti [4, 51, 
Bykov and Salpagarov [6], Conlan [8], Conlan and Diaz [9], Snow [16, 171, 
and Walter [18, pp. 125-126; 19, pp. 143-1441. 
In this paper it is assumed that all variables are real and all functions 
real-valued. The term “domain” is used in the usual sense of meaning an 
open, connected set; and the phrase “two-dimensional” refers to the number 
of independent variables. 
2. AN ELEMENTARY PROOF 
The main result of this section is Theorem 2, which is essentially the 
result given earlier by Snow [16]. The elementary proof given here is simply 
an application of the following lemma, which is established by an argument 
involving nothing more sophisticated than mathematical induction and 
integration-by-parts. 
LEMMA 1. Let p,,(x,, , ye) and pl(xl , yl) be points in the domain D such 
that (x1 - x,,) (yl - yo) 3 0 and such that the closed rectangle R, with opposite 
vertices P, and PI is contained in D. Let 4(x, y) and K(x, y), with K(x, y) 
nonnegative, be continuous functions on D. If  for all (x, y) in R, , 
then 4(x, y) :< 0 on R, . 
Proof. Let Q = (x1 - x,,) (yi - y,J. If Q = 0 then the rectangle R, 
degenerates to a line segment and the lemma is trivially true. But if Q > 0, 
then for all (x, y) in R, let N be a positive upper bound on 4(x, y) and define 
V&y) = fz 1’ K(t, s) ds dt. 
- .z’o‘ Yg 
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It will now be shown by induction that for all natural numbers n, 
IV .  T’“(x, y) 
l#J(x,y) 6; n, (1.2) 
on R, . For n = 1, +(x, y) < N and K(x, y) 3 0 imply that 4(x, y) * K(x, y) < 
N . K(.t, y). Then since ,O 2 0, substituting into (1.1) yields 
Now assume that (1.2) holds for n = k. Following the substitution pattern 
of the preceding step, we obtain 
#+, y) < N jxxjy; K(t, s) [ F’(t, s)/k!] ds dt. 
0 
(1.3) 
Now since differentiation of V(s, y) implies V1s(x, y) = K(s, y), integrating- 
by-parts in (1.3) yields 
(1.4) 
For x > x,, and y 3 ys , it is easiIy verified that K(t, s) 2 0 implies that 
V(x, y), V1(l(x, y) and Va(x, 3) ’ are all nonnegative, in which case (1.4) implies 
However, if x < x,, and y < y,, , it is seen that K(t, s) > 0 implies that only 
V(x, y) is nonnegative, while V1(x, y) and Vs(x, y) are both nonpositive. In 
this case (1.4) implies 
’ K(t, s) [I’“(& s)jk!] ds 3 [F(t,y),R!] L;(t,y). 
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In either case, substituting into (I .3) yields 
to complete the induction step. 
Now since R, is compact, V(x, y) is bounded there and N[P(x, y)/n!] 
approaches zero as n increases without bound. Then since 
$(s, y) < lvpyx, y)/n!] 
for all natural numbers n, we conclude that 4(x, y) < 0 on R, . 
A simple substitution and an application of this lemma will now complete 
our elementary proof of Snow’s result. 
THEOREM 2. Let PO(x,, , yO) and P,(s, , yl) be points in the domain D such 
that (x1 - so) ( y1 - yo) > 0 and such that the closed rectangle R, ,with opposite 
aertices P,, and Pl is contained in D. Let g(x, y), +(x,y) and K(s,y), with 
K(s, y) nonnegatiwe, be continuous functions on D. If  for all (Y, y) in R, , 
4(X, Y) G gCx, y) + j’j’ W, 4 ?% s) ds dt. 
To %I 
(2.1) 
then&x, y) < @(x, y) on R, , where @(x, y) satisfies the case of equakty in (2.1). 
Proof. The argument of section 1 guarantees the existence of a continuous 
function @(m, y) satisfying the case of equality in (2.1), i.e., for all (x, y) in R, , 
@(x, y) = g(x, y) + fxjy k’(t, s) @(t, s) ds dt. 
-Gl yo 
If Q = (Xi - x,,) (yl - ya) = 0, the theorem is trivially true on the degen- 
erate rectangle. If  Q > 0, define $J(x, y) = 4(x, y) - @(x, y) so that on R, 
a,+@, y) < jxz s:, K(t, s) 1Cl(t> s) dsdt. 0 
Then by Lemma 1,$(x, y) < 0, or $(x, y) < @(x, y) on R, . 
It should be noted that the uniqueness of the function @(-r,y) is readily 
established by the use of Lemma 1 (see Snow [16, Example 11). Note also 
that Lemma 1 is a special case of Theorem 2. In fact, it appears in Snow’s 
work [16] as a corollary to the theorem. 
409/55/z-11 
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Credit for the induction step in the proof of Lemma 1 and for the idea 
of the proof of Theorem 2 is due H. Weyl [20, 211, whose use of these ideas 
to establish similar results for functions of one independent variable motivated 
their application to this tvvo-dimensional case. 
3. A NONLINEAR RESULT 
The main result of this paper is Theorem 4, a Gronwall-type inequality 
much more general than that given above in Theorem 2. However, the lemma 
preceeding Theorem 4 and upon which its proof is based is itself significant. 
Lemma 3 produces a strictly decreasing sequence which converges uniformly 
to the maximal solution of a I’olterra integral equation. The ideas used in its 
proof are the two-dimensional analogues of ideas applied to functions of one 
independent variable first by Faedo [IO], and later by Sato and Iwasaki [ 151, 
Opial [13] and others. 
LERliUA 3. Let P&x,, , yO) and Pl(xl , y,) be points in the domain D such that 
(x1 - x0) (yl - yO) 3 0 and such that the closed rectangle R, with opposite 
vertices P, and PI is contained in D. Let g(x, y) and K(x, y, u) be functions, with 
the former continuous on D and with the latter continuous on D x R, non- 
decreasing in u, and satiqying the Lipschitz condition 1 K(x, y, u) - K(s, y, v)i < 
L / u - z’ ; _ If (E,{} is a strictly decreasing sequence of constants with limit Belo, 
define on R, the sequence of continuous functions (~Jx, y)} such that each satisfies 
.2 .t, 
$L(“? Y) = 5(x, 39 + %I + JJ K(t, s, +,(t, s)) ds dt. % &I 
Then the limit of {&(x, y)}, as n increases without bound, is @(x, y), the maximal 
solution on R, of 
4(x, y) = g(.~, y) + 1’ [ ‘/ K(t, s, 4(t, s)) ds dt. 
- So’ Y(j 
(3.1) 
Proof. The Lipschitz condition guarantees the existence of the functions + 
and & used in this proof (see Section 1). I f  Q = (3cr - x0) (yr - y,J = 0, 
the proof is trivial. For the case in which Q > 0, it will be shown that the 
sequence {&} has a limit, that it has a subsequence which converges uniformly 
to CD, and hence that the limit of {&} as n increases without bound is @. 
The existence of the limit of {&} will be established by showing that the 
sequence is both strictly decreasing and bounded below. A contradiction 
argument will show that since {en} is strictly decreasing, so is {&>; that is, 
m > n implies & < & for all points in R, . I f  such were not the case, then 
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since ~$,,Jxs, yO) < &(x0 , yO), the continuity of & and C& implies that there 
must be a point P,(x, , ys) in R, such that: 
(1) PA% 9 Yz) # pot% ? Yo), 
(2) m > n implies & < & on the closed rectangle R, with opposite 
vertices PO and Pz , except 
(3) at the point P2 where &(xs , ys) = +n(~2 , yJ. 
Kate that the point Ps is by no means unique. Note also that as in Theorem 2, 
the term “rectangle” includes the degenerate case in which X, = x,, or 
y2 = y,, . Now since K(x, y, U) is nondecreasing in u and cPll < E, , 
But then &(x2 ,YJ > A&Q, Y& w ic contradicts (3) above. Thus ($3 h h 
must be strictly decreasing on R, . 
Since {B} is strictly decreasing, to show that it has a limit it is sufficient 
to establish that it has a lower bound. It will be seen that any solution of 
will provide such a bound. In fact, a contradiction argument like that above 
will be used to show that +(x, y) <&(x, y) for all n and all (N, y) in R, . 
If there is a function & in the sequence for which it is not true, then since 
de% 7 Yo) < hhl 9 Yo), continuity implies that there must be a point Pa(ss , ys) 
in R, such that: 
(1) P&3 7 Y3) $: plhl 3 Yoh 
(2) 4 < & on the closed rectangle R, with opposite vertices P, and 
P 31 except 
(3) at the point P3 where 4(x3 , y3) = &(r, , ya). 
Then as before: 
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which contradicts (3) above. Now since # is continuous on the compact set R, 
it must be bounded below by some constant 111 and thus M < +(x,y) < 
&(x, y) for all 1z and all (x, y) in R, . Therefore {&} is both strictly decreasing 
and bounded below on R, , and hence has a limit there. 
Since the limit of {&J exists, it must also be the limit of any subsequence 
of (4,). Therefore, to pro\-e that the limit of {&J is @ we need only establish 
the existence of a subsequence which converges to CD. The existence of such a 
subsequence follows from an application of a vector version of the Arzela- 
Ascoli Theorem [I, p. 1911: If the sequence {#,J is both bounded and equi- 
continuous on R, , then it has a uniformly convergent subsequence, and that 
uniform convergence will establish that the subsequence has limit @. 
The decreasing sequence {&} is clearly bounded below by 31 and abolpe 
by 4, . Since $i is continuous and R, compact there must exist a constant LV 
such that $r ‘.: N on R, . Therefore dl < c$,{ .:; IY for all rz, and so the 
sequence is bounded on R, . 
To show that the sequence is also equicontinuous we need to show that for 
any E :., 0, there exists a 6 > 0 such that for (x’, y’) and (x”, y”) in R, , 
k’a;:‘; - (x”, y”)ii < 8 implies that 1 &(x’, y’) - &(.x”, ?“)I < E for all n. 
e .r, 
~n(.r’, y’) - ~n(~“, Y”) = g(.~‘, ?I’) - g(x”, Y’) + J~‘j,~’ K(t, s, ~,(t, s)) ds dt 
- [‘“j” K(t, s, &(t, s)) dsit. (3.2) 
-Eg 110 
Simplification of this expression falls into eight cases, taking into account 
the possible relative positions of PO , PI , (x’, y’) and (x”, y”). Since all eight 
are extremely similar and lead to the same result (3.3), the only one treated 
here is that in which xc, < X” < x’ < x1 and y0 < y” < y’ < yr . It is easily 
verified that in this case the right-hand-side of (3.2) can be rewritten. 
g(E’, y’) - g(& 3)‘) + f”” iv’ k’(t, 5, &(t, S)) ds dt 
*.p) * 1” 
I 4?df’, Y’) - 4nw, Y”)l 
< ]g(x’,y’) -g(xb,Y”)I + P[I sm - xg 1 (J” - y”) + (x’ - x”) I y’ - yo I] 
:.< 1 p(x’, y’) - g(x”, y”)l $- PQ[l y’ - y” I + 1 2”’ - x” I], (3.3) 
where 
I Wx, Y, ~11 < P on 4 x [M, Nl and Q = max(l x1 - x0 I , I y1 - y. I). 
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Using the “Taxicab” norm, if 6, < l /(2PQ), then 
I/(x’, y’) - (x”, y”)ll = 1 x’ - xv 1 + / y’ - y” ( < 6, 
implies PQ[l y’ - y” j + 1 x’ - X” I] < PQS, < c/2; and since g(x, y) is 
continuous, there is some 6, > 0 such that [1(x’, y’) - (x”, y”)ll < 6, implies 
1 g(x’, y’) - g(z”, y”)l < e/2. Now choose 6 = min(S, , 6,) so that 
11(x’, y’) - (XI, y”)ll < 6 implies I +JX’, y’) - &(x*, y”)l < e/2 + e/2 = E. 
Thus {&} is both bounded and equicontinuous on R, , and hence has a sub- 
sequence CC+&} which converges uniformly there. 
Since {+n} and {#n} h ave the same limit, it remains to be shown only that 
the limit of {&} is @, the maximal solution of (3.1). That such is the case is 
easily seen since the continuity of K(x, y, U) and the uniform convergence of 
QM imply 
Thus lim,,, #, is a solution of (3.1). It is also the maximal solution since 
every solution + satisfies C$ < & for all n and all (x, y) in R, . Thus 
+(x, y) < lim,,, &(x, y) = lim,,, &(x, y) = 0(x, y) as desired. 
THEOREM 4. Let P,,(xO , y,,) and P1(xl , yJ be points in the domain D such 
that (x1 - x0) (yl - y,,) 3 0 and such that the closed rectangle R, with opposite 
aertices P,, and P1 is contained in D. Let g(x, y), 4(x, y) and K(x, y, u) be func- 
tions, with the former two continuous on D and with the latter continuous on 
D x R, nondecreasing in u, and satisfying the Lipschitz condition 
IK(x,y,u)-K(x,y,v)ldLju-vl.IfforaZl(x,y)inR,, 
+(x, y) < g(x, y) + jz’J‘:l qt, s, +(t, 4) ds 6 
0 II 
(4.1) 
then 4(x, y) < @(x, y) on RI , where @(x, y) is the maximal solution of equality 
in (4.1). 
Proof. The Lipschitz condition and Lemma 3 guarantee the existence of 
the functions r$,, and @ used in this proof. In the degenerate case where 
Q = (x1 - x0) (yr - ya) = 0, this result is trivially true. To establish the 
nontrivial case where Q > 0, let (~3 be a strictly decreasing sequence of 
constants with limit zero. Let &(A-, y) be a solution to 
$n(x, y) = g(x, y) + E,, + j'j' K(t> s, hdt, 4) ds dt. 
=o % 
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It will be shown that $(x, y) < &(x, y) for all n and all (x, y) in R, , and hence 
that 4(x, y) < lim,,, $Jx,Y) = @(x, y) by Lemma 3. This will be accom- 
plished using the same contradiction argument employed twice in the 
preceding lemma: assume that 4 < & is not true for some n and some point 
in RI . Clearly, $(q, , Y,,) < +,h, , Y,,), so by continuity there must be a point 
Pa(xs , y2) in R, such that: 
(1) P*(% Y Y2) + P&o > YCJ, 
(2) $ < C& on the closed rectangle R, with opposite vertices P,, and Pz , 
except 
(3) at P2 where $(~a , ya) = &(se , ya). 
Since K(Y,~, U) is nondecreasing in II and E, > 0, 
But this contradicts (3) above and hence c$(x, y) < &(x, y) for all n and all 
(x, y) in R, . Thus $(x, y) < lim,,, &(s, y) = @(.v, y) by Lemma 3. 
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